Reaction time (RT) for detection of gratings of different spatial frequencies (SF, 0.87-13.87 c/d) and contrast (2-32 times above the detection threshold) was measured. It was found that at low stimulus contrast, 2 and 4 times above the detection threshold, the dependence of mean RT on SF is an ''S''-type function with the two plateaus 50-60 ms apart. The standard deviation (SD) increases significantly for SFs within the range 2.60-6.93 c/deg and this coincides with the transition of mean RT from one plateau to another. At higher contrast the dependence of RT on the SF is a monotonically increasing function without any plateau and SD does not demonstrate any extrema within the entire SF-range. The results suggest that RT is determined by two mechanisms (transient and sustained) at low contrast, and by one (transient) mechanism at higher contrasts.
Introduction
A great number of studies have shown that reaction time (RT) to gratings increases with stimulus spatial frequency (SF) (Barr, 1986; Breitmeyer, 1975; Felipe, Buades, & Artigas, 1993; Harwerth & Levi, 1978; Lupp, Hauske, & Wolf, 1976; Mitov, 1983; Saleh & Bonnet, 1998; Thomas, Fagerholm, & Bonnet, 1999; Vassilev & Mitov, 1974 . Experiments employing stimuli of the same suprathreshold contrast level (Lupp et al., 1976; Mitov, 1983; Vassilev & Mitov, 1974 or the same perceived contrast (Breitmeyer, 1975) have shown that the effect of SF on RT is considerably reduced, but still exists. According to most of the above cited authors this residual effect reflects the operation of two parallel streams or pathways, transient and sustained, with different spatial and temporal properties. However, several recent papers have challenged this hypothesis. Thomas et al. (1999) showed that SF-uncertainty has no effect on detection RT, i.e. a single underlying mechanism exists. In addition, Saleh and Bonnet (1998) have shown that RTs obtained at different values of SF and contrast converge to a single power function if the product of the grating contrast and its spatial period serves as the function argument. In other words, SF has no independent influence on RT and it might be considered as a component of so called ''local intensity'', i.e. the product of contrast and spatial period. The authors suggest that the decrease of the width of the grating bars with the increasing SF reduces the number of receptive fields (''receptors'' in the original paper) activated and thus decreases the probability that at least one of these units reaches a criterion level of activity for a shorter time after the stimulus onset. Vassilev, Mihaylova, and Bonnet (2002) have also shown that most RT variations across the SF and contrast range tested might be related to the ''local intensity'' factor-the product of retinal contrast in their case and grating period. However, employing stimuli with different duration they have found deviations from this model which might be related to the operation of visual mechanisms of different temporal properties at low and high SF. Bearing in mind the reciprocity between stimulus intensity and area within certain limits, as well as the temporal-filter properties of the retinal elements and the existence of criterion level for a response, Donner and Fagerholm (2003) have shown in a simple model that RTs to different SFs and contrasts should be determined by a single power function.
On the other hand, it is well known that, when threshold contrast is measured, this unspeeded task is mediated by multiple parallel SF-selective channels (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Campbell & Robson, 1968; Olzak & Thomas, 1986) , separated into two streams-transient and sustained, respectively (Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973; Legge, 1978; Nachmias, 1967; Tolhurst, 1975) . It is reasonable to expect that for a grating with a given SF and a low, near threshold contrast, where one or a small group of channels tuned to neighboring SFs is activated, RT would be limited by the same channel as the channel determining the contrast threshold. Thus, the multiple-channel model might be expected to be valid not only for the contrast threshold, but for the RT too, when the stimuli are gratings of low contrast.
This shows a need to evaluate the number of underlying mechanisms in the RT-task at different contrast levels. Evidence that RT to grating stimuli might be determined by more than one underlying mechanism, the sustained or the transient pathway depending on stimulus contrast, was first demonstrated by Harwerth and Levi (1978) . They have shown that ''over a range of SFs the contrast vs RT function is biphasic. Manipulations of stimulus duration, retinal location, and field size are consistent with two separate mechanisms for detecting gratings at high and low contrast levels within a mid-range of spatial frequencies.'' It is therefore reasonable to expect that the dependencies of the mean RT and its standard deviation (SD) on SF would change their shape at different contrast levels. More specifically, it might be expected that mean RT and SD would change their values with SF more rapidly when transition from one pathway to another takes place at low contrast levels. At high contrasts these dependencies are expected to be smooth functions of SF.
Methods

Stimuli
Stimuli were vertical sinusoidal gratings with SF of 0.87, 1.30, 1.73, 2.60, 3.47, 5.20, 6.93, 10.40 and 13 .87 c/deg. The gratings were truncated by a vertical 1-D Gaussian window with a spatial constant (r) proportional to the grating period, 0.67 · periods in our case. Thus, stimuli of different SF maintained the same number of cycles and its effect on grating detection was the same at different SFs (Anderson, Evans, & Tibos, 1996; Robson & Graham, 1981) . The Gaussian window was centered at the fixation point and the grating was at zero phase angle at this point. Stimulus contrast was 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 times above the detection thresholds for each SF, measured in preliminary experiments with each observer. Stimulus duration in both threshold and RT-experiments was 340 ms.
Apparatus
The stimuli were generated using equipment of our own design controlled by a computer (Mitov & Gigov, 1987) . The stimuli were presented on the face of a Tektronix 608 display (phosphor P4). The frame frequency was 1000 Hz and the number of lines was 1000. The mean luminance was 50 cd/m 2 which was not changed by stimulus onset and offset. The viewing distance was 171 cm and at this distance the screen subtended 4 · 3 deg. The screen was surrounded by a 20 · 20 deg back-illuminated transparent field, matching it in luminance and hue. Viewing was binocular with natural pupils.
Procedures
Two different procedures (Procedure 1 with observers D.M. and C.T. and Procedure 2 with observer V.P.) were used in these experiments. In both procedures the observers initiated each trial by pressing the start key with the left forefinger, and a short click (''ready'' signal), aiding better accommodation and fixation on the screen center, sounded.
Procedure 1. The test interval started 1000 ms after the ''ready'' signal. During the test interval either a test grating or a blank stimulus was presented. The test and the blank trials followed with the same probability in a random order. The observerÕs task was to press a response key using the right forefinger as fast as possible after the appearance of the grating.
Procedure 2. A second click, 500 ms after the first one, was given to mark the beginning of the next, so-called ''preparatory'' interval. The test interval followed the ''preparatory'' interval since the test grating was presented within each test interval. The duration of the ''preparatory'' interval varied randomly between 800 and 2000 ms following an exponential distribution function in order to minimize anticipatory responses. The observer task was to press the response key with the right forefinger as fast as possible after the appearance of the grating. The stimuli were presented in blocks of 20 with a fixed SF and contrast. The different blocks were run in a random balanced order. Practice sessions preceded the main experiments. A hundred RTs, obtained in five sessions, were collected for each combination of SF and contrast.
Threshold procedure. The thresholds were measured by the two-interval forced-choice method (2-IFC) combined with the staircase method. A sinusoidal grating was presented during one of the test intervals and the other interval was blank. The stimuli were randomly and equiprobably distributed between the first and the second interval. The two time intervals were marked by tones. The observer marked the interval containing the test by pressing a key. The contrast was decreased after three correct responses or increased after each incorrect response in 0.094 log unit steps. The staircase procedure was run until the accumulation of 12 reversals. The daily mean threshold contrast was calculated as the geometrical mean of the last 10 reversals. Each measurement was repeated in four non-consecutive days and the general mean value was calculated from the daily means.
Observers
Three subjects aged 55 (D.M.), 26 (C.T.) and 23 (V.P.) with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity (20/20 or better) served as observers.
Results
The results from the threshold measurements are shown in Fig. 1 . The three panels, corresponding to the three observers, D.M., C.T. and V.P., represent the contrast sensitivity for detection of the gratings as a function of SF. It might be seen that the maximum of the contrast sensitivity is observed at SF of 2.60-3.47 c/deg. The contrast sensitivity decreases substantially for SFs higher than the SF of the maximum sensitivity and decreases slightly for SFs lower than this SF. The data in Fig. 1 allowed us to calculate the contrast of gratings employed in RT-experiments as 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 times above the threshold contrast for each observer and each SF.
The results from RT-experiments are shown in Fig. 2 . The upper three panels represent the mean RT as a function of the grating SF and the lower three panels represent the SD of RT as a function of the grating SF.
As shown in Fig. 2 , at low stimulus contrast, 2 and 4 times above the detection threshold, the dependence of mean RT on SF is an ''S''-type function with two plateaus differing in RT by 50-60 ms. At higher contrast the dependence of RT on the SF is a monotonically increasing function without any plateau. These two different functions are in a good correspondence with the dependences of the SD on the SF (the lower panels). At low contrasts the SD increases significantly for SFs within the range 2.60-6.93 c/deg and this coincides with the transition of mean RT from one plateau to another. Significance of variance (i.e. SD 2 ) change was evaluated by F-criterion. It was found that F > F 0.05 for the maximum variance within the range 2.60-6.93 c/deg in comparison with each variance outside this range. At higher contrast the SD does not demonstrate any extrema within the entire SF-range.
Discussion
As noted in Section 1, at low contrasts one or a small group of channels tuned to neighboring SFs is activated for each SF of stimulation and thus RT should be limited by the channel which first reaches a criterion level, i.e. by the most sensitive one. The presence of two plateaus of RT in Fig. 2 suggests the existence of two mechanisms or two groups of mechanisms with similar latencies which determine RT. Depending on the SF, this channel might belong either to the transient or to the sustained pathway. As it was noted in the Introduction Harwerth and Levi (1978) first found evidence that RT to grating stimuli might be determined either by the sustained or the transient pathway depending on stimulus contrast. The peak of SD, observed for intermediate SFs, 2.60-6.93 c/deg in our experiments, might be due to the fact that, within this SF-range, the contrast sensitivities of both pathways do not differ much and RT in each trial might be determined either by the transient or the sustained pathway, depending on the neural response fluctuations. At high contrasts, because of the overlap of the contrast sensitivity functions of the sustained and transient pathways, both might respond to a wide range of SFs. Thus, the transient mechanism, as the faster one, might determine RT for both low and high SFs at high contrast, even if its response to high SFs is weaker than that of the sustained mechanism.
The results in Fig. 2 might be considered a challenge to such a hypothesis. At high contrast (8-32 times above the detection threshold) the mean RT was not a constant function of the SF, as might be expected if one type of underlying mechanism with a constant latency determined RT at different SFs. However, the latency of the separate SF-channels in the transient pathway might not be the same. In addition, the grating contrast in our experiments was assumed to be the same level above the detection threshold, measured at a relatively long duration of 340 ms. In this case the contrast thresholds for high SFs are most probably determined by the sustained pathway as it is more sensitive at high SF than the transient pathway. Thus the high-SF gratings prove to be of a less effective contrast for the transient pathway than the low-SF gratings.
Evidence in support of the transient/sustained hypothesis explaining RT-change with SF comes from our other works (Mitov & Totev, 2003a; . The effect of stimulus duration on RT to gratings with different SF was studied while the product of contrast and duration was kept constant, i.e. the contrast ''energy'' was kept constant, too. It was found that, at near-threshold ''energy'' levels, the RT was constant for durations up to 15-20 ms when SF was low, and up to 30-40 ms at higher SFs. At higher ''energy'' levels this critical interval was the same (up to 15 ms) for both lower and higher SFs. The effect of the duration of gradual onset of the stimulus on RT has also been studied (Mitov, 1999; Mitov & Totev, 2003a ). An increase of onset duration (up to 60 ms) at low SFs substantially delayed RT for the contrasts studied. On the contrary, at high SFs this effect was present only for gratings with a high contrast. These results suggest that RT is determined by two types of mechanisms (transient and sustained) at a near-threshold contrast, and by one type (transient) mechanism at higher contrasts. This suggestion is also supported by the fact that SF uncertainty influences RT at low contrast only (2-4 times above the detection threshold) and when both low and high SF gratings are employed as stimuli; i.e. the underlying mechanisms should be two (Mitov, 1999; . At high contrast, however, no effect of SF uncertainty was found, i.e. the underlying mechanism should be one which is in agreement with the findings of Thomas et al. (1999) . Vassilev et al. (2002) also pointed out the role of the transient and sustained mechanisms in forming the RT vs SF function. They also found that asymptotic RTs, measured at high contrast and corresponding to different SF, are not the same. However, according to them ''most RT (and VEP latency in the original) variations across the SF range are a result of local intensity factors (retinal contrast and width of grating bars). Residual RT variations were found that might be due to processing of high SFs by slower mechanisms than those processing at low and medium SFs''. Employing stimuli of a constant number of cycles Mitov and Totev (2003b) found that the power functions corresponding to different SFs differed not only at high contrasts, but at low contrasts too. Moreover, RT depended on the number of grating periods, especially at low contrasts (2-4 times above the detection threshold), as this effect became negligible not at the same value of the grating width, but at the same number (8-10) of grating periods. The effect of the number of grating periods on RT was interpreted as a consequence of probability spatial summation between SF-selective receptive fields in the visual cortex, not between retinal receptive fields as it has been proposed in the ''local intensity'' hypothesis. Thus, we agree that ''local intensity'' model is a good tool explaining RTchanges caused by the intensity and area variations of stimuli-light spots (Bonnet, Gurlekian, & Harris, 1992; Saleh & Bonnet, 2000) . However, we assume that the changes in residual RT for stimuli-gratings with the same suprathreshold contrast might be interpreted as a transition between two mechanisms (pathways) with different spatial and temporal properties, each of them consisting of a number of SF-selective channels.
